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	The firm’s real success story has been the steady flow of litigation clients across a wide technical spectrum over many years, the majority of whom are also advised on patent prosecution.
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JUVE Patent




	Bardehle has used its market leadership in Germany to make a charge on other European markets and the UPC.
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JUVE Patent




	As a pure IP firm that has internalised the mixed approach like few other German IP firms, Bardehle is a market leader for patent disputes on the lawyer and patent attorney side alike.
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JUVE Patent




	The firm is exceptional at ably and responsibly handling complex and sophisticated patent matters with significant business value at risk.


Chambers Global




	Clients say: ›Their service is simply excellent. They are highly professional, quick, always very detailed and go the extra mile.‹


Chambers Global




	Awards & Press Reviews
  It is like a role model to other firms. The lawyers are analytical and detailed, they really think through their advice. They are impressive on the litigation side in how they prepare and litigate cases.


Chambers Global




	Awards & Press Reviews
  The 360-degree patent offering at BARDEHLE PAGENBERG is among Germany’s very best. From its top-notch litigation practice through its technically masterful prosecution and competent handling of the highest-value transactions, the outfit can do it all.
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IAM 1000, The World’s Leading Patent Professionals




	Awards & Press Reviews
  For infringement proceedings, clients call them a ›standout firm in the German market. They have the capacity to provide sufficient resources for very large cases. It is a top litigation firm and likely to be prominent at the UPC.‹
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IAM 1000, The World’s Leading Patent Professionals




	Awards & Press Reviews
  For more than four decades, Bardehle Pagenberg has dominated the German patent scene, combining the skills of patent attorneys and attorneys-at-law to provide a 360-degree offering to its global clientele. ›Not only is Bardehle highly capable in the technical patent and litigation aspects of a case, but the team also very quickly gains a good understanding of the commercial aspects of a business, enabling it to help with strategic decision-making.‹
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IAM 1000, The World’s Leading Patent Professionals




	Awards & Press Reviews
  Bardehle Pagenberg is one of the top patent litigation firms in Europe. Its lawyers are extremely knowledgeable and capable, and their grasp of both the legal and technical issues is extraordinary. The good business sense they bring to the table is invaluable; their communications are consistently timely; and they are open to discussing new ideas and impress with their strategic thinking.
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IAM 1000, The World’s Leading Patent Professionals




	Awards & Press Reviews
  It is a favourite among multinationals, thanks to its geographical reach and impressive bench strength: it plays host to more than 220 ›reliable and responsive” professionals across four European countries, and adopts a holistic approach to patent protection.‹
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IAM 1000, The World’s Leading Patent Professionals




	Awards & Press Reviews
  BARDEHLE PAGENBERG Partnerschaft’s business-minded practitioners are ›highly skilled when it comes to advising private companies on commercial expectations and provide timely responses. Their advice is clear, pragmatic and always solutions oriented. With them, you are never alone in the rain – you know that in really critical cases you will truly have the best team on your side‹.
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IAM 1000, The World’s Leading Patent Professionals




	Known for the speed and efficiency of its advice, the deft handling of strategic and contentious mandates, and the strength of its international network, the firm meets and exceeds clients’ expectations at every juncture.
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WTR 1000, The World's Leading Trademark Professionals




	An elite German firm that can ably address all trademark needs – from registration to disputes and licensing – Bardehle Pagenberg has provided a superior service defined by its strategic focus for over four decades now.
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WTR 1000, The World's Leading Trademark Professionals




	Bardehle is a very strong law firm [...] They are innovators and thought leaders when it comes to patent litigation in Europe.
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The Legal 500




	A strong team – strategic, thoughtful and capable of handling complex cases involving multiple jurisdictions and complicated technology.
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The Legal 500




	Awards & Press Reviews
  Thanks to its experience in complex cross-border matters, the practice is particularly popular with large international corporations, but also attracts German medium-sized and smaller companies as well as start-ups.
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The Legal 500




	Awards & Press Reviews
  The team is extremely competent, advises very pragmatically and customer-oriented and always with the overall goal in mind.
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The Legal 500




	Awards & Press Reviews
  The lawyers provide clear, concise and actionable advice while keeping the commercial perspective in mind. The result for the client is optimized and not the hourly rate.
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The Legal 500




	Awards & Press Reviews
  Bardehle Pagenberg is our law firm of choice for complex patent litigation in Germany. They navigate us confidently through infringement and nullity proceedings conducted in Germany and combine their experience before the judiciary with an in-depth understanding of our business and our technologies.
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The Legal 500




	Awards & Press Reviews
  The ›first-class‹ patent and law firm Bardehle Pagenberg is considered ›a role model for good cooperation between a law firm and its clients‹.
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The Legal 500




	Awards & Press Reviews
  Bardehle Pagenberg is one of the leading IP firms in Europe with a very strong IP litigation arm. The general insights gained through litigation are transferred into their drafting, prosecution and opinion practice.
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Managing IP




	Awards & Press Reviews
  Very highly qualified people who are proactive in their work.
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Managing IP




	Awards & Press Reviews
  ›Bardehle Pagenberg handles all our patent work in Germany: from clearance support, drafting and filing, through to prosecution. They also do litigation work and contract support for us, as well as some trade mark work. The firm provides the best and honest advice, a high level of detail, creativity and an outstanding quality for the money we pay‹, says one client.
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Managing IP




	Awards & Press Reviews
  Bardehle fights for the client
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Managing IP




	Awards & Press Reviews
  We appreciate BARDEHLE PAGENBERG since many years for being smart, proactive and loyal. We get advice customized to our business model just as we need it. It’s a great team that can read between the lines.
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Managing IP
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 IP News & Knowledge 
Firm News	on 02/12/2024















 Patent Litigation, Licensing & Technology Transfer, Patent Prosecution, Software, IT & Computer Technology
 BARDEHLE PAGENBERG and Eisenführ Speiser achieve the first victory for R2 Semiconductor against Intel in a global patent dispute before the Düsseldorf Regional Court On February 7, 2024, the Düsseldorf Regional Court ruled against Intel Deutschland GmbH (case no. 4c…

Firm News	on 01/31/2024




 BARDEHLE PAGENBERG appoints a new partner and two counsel BARDEHLE PAGENBERG is delighted about the development of young talent in its team of patent…

Firm News	on 01/30/2024



 Paris
 BARDEHLE PAGENBERG kicks off 2024 with Frédéric Portal as a new partner in Paris With the arrival of Frédéric Portal as a partner, the Paris office of BARDEHLE PAGENBERG further…

Firm News	on 12/18/2023



 Patent Litigation, Oppositions and Nullity
 BARDEHLE PAGENBERG successful again for HUK-Coburg against Appy Risk Technologies Ltd. The German insurance company HUK-COBURG prevailed with an invalidity complaint against the German…

UPC NewsFirm News	on 12/15/2023



 UPC News, Munich, Patent Litigation, Chemistry, Pharma & Life Sciences
 BARDEHLE PAGENBERG successfully enforces two decisions for 10x Genomics against NanoString, winning one of the first UPC penalty payment decisions On December 5, 2023, the Unified Patent Court, Local Division Munich, ordered NanoString to pay a…

UPC NewsFirm News	on 12/12/2023



 UPC News, Munich, Patent Litigation, Patent Prosecution, Chemistry, Pharma & Life Sciences
 AAS/EIs available at Munich Local Division of the UPC On October 5, 2023, BARDEHLE PAGENBERG requested – on behalf of their client 10x Genomics – the…

IP News	on 11/20/2023



 IP Reports, Patent Litigation, Oppositions and Nullity, Patent Prosecution
 G1/22 and G2/22: Happy Claimants of Priorities and disappointed Opponents The recent decisions G1/22 and G22 of the Enlarged Board of Appeal (EBoA) of the European Patent…

Firm News	on 11/02/2023



 Munich
 BARDEHLE PAGENBERG continues growth at Munich office, hiring Carolin Thurner and Dr. Wolfgang Flasche The trend of growth at BARDEHLE PAGENBERG steadily continues towards the end of this year: The firm…

Firm News	on 10/12/2023



 Patent Litigation, Oppositions and Nullity
 BARDEHLE PAGENBERG and Xiaomi successfully fight off attack for patent infringement by KPN BARDEHLE PAGENBERG appeared for the first time for Xiaomi in German patent litigation and achieved a…

UPC NewsFirm News	on 10/02/2023



 UPC News, Patent Litigation, Oppositions and Nullity
 BARDEHLE PAGENBERG secures landmark UPC victory for 10x Genomics against NanoString By decision and orders (decision) of September 19, 2023, the Munich Local Division of the European…

UPC NewsIP News	on 09/06/2023



 UPC News, Munich, Patent Litigation, Oppositions and Nullity, Chemistry, Pharma & Life Sciences
 BARDEHLE PAGENBERG represents 10x Genomics in first UPC preliminary injunction hearing against NanoString On September 5 and 6, the first preliminary injunction hearing before the Unified Patent Court,…

Firm News	on 08/30/2023



 Patent Litigation, Unfair Competition Law, Patent Prosecution, Trademarks
 Juve nominates BARDEHLE PAGENBERG as IP Firm of the Year 2023 In this category, the JUVE editors honor firms that have developed particularly dynamically in the…

Firm News	on 08/02/2023



 Patent Litigation, Licensing & Technology Transfer
 BARDEHLE PAGENBERG achieves another victory for 10x Genomics against NanoString By judgement of July 20, 2023, the German Regional Court of Munich I upheld the first ever…

Firm News	on 07/13/2023



 Munich, Patent Prosecution
 BARDEHLE PAGENBERG continues growth of its patent prosecution practice, hiring Korean patent expert Siho Chang BARDEHLE PAGENBERG further grew its team by hiring Siho Chang, an experienced European patent…

Firm News	on 06/27/2023



 Munich, Patent Litigation, Patent Prosecution
 BARDEHLE PAGENBERG elevates its patent litigation group by hiring Michael Horndasch BARDEHLE PAGENBERG further grows its team by hiring Michael Horndasch, an experienced patent…

UPC NewsIP News	on 06/22/2023



 UPC, UPC News, Hamburg, Munich, Düsseldorf, Paris, Patent Litigation, Oppositions and Nullity, Patent Prosecution
 We are front runners at the UPC … ready to act with a proven track record

Firm News	on 06/05/2023



 Patent Litigation, Oppositions and Nullity
 BARDEHLE PAGENBERG again successful for RANPAK against STOROPACK at the Higher Regional Court of Karlsruhe – now seeking EUR 122M (rounded) in damages On 27 March 2023 RANPAK filed a lawsuit for damages against STOROPACK seeking damages of rounded EUR…

Firm News	on 05/17/2023



 Patent Litigation, Licensing & Technology Transfer
 BARDEHLE PAGENBERG paves way to successful infringement proceedings for 10x Genomics with anti-anti-suit-injunction This anti-anti-suit/enforcement injunction of the Munich Court is particularly relevant, as it was…

IP News	on 05/10/2023



 IP Reports, Patent Litigation, Licensing & Technology Transfer, Patent Prosecution
 Updated IP Report on draft SEP Regulation A little over a month after the draft of an SEP Regulation of the European Commission was leaked,…

Firm News	on 05/03/2023



 Hamburg, Patent Litigation
 BARDEHLE PAGENBERG continues growth in Hamburg office, hiring young attorney-at-law BARDEHLE PAGENBERG further elevates its Patent Litigation Group by hiring the attorney-at-law Emely…
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SPECIAL
Unitary Patent and Unified Patent Court
Sharing relevant insights and tips to help you get informed and be prepared.
Show all
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TEAM 
Highly specialized.
 Experienced.
 International.
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FIRM
Law and technology
 under one umbrella.
Our international team of patent attorneys and attorneys-at-law know how to successfully enforce your industrial property claims. We scrupulously and tenaciously get to the bottom of matters, breaking complex cases down in a clear and comprehensible manner, while continuing to bear our clients’ goals in mind. That’s how we find crucial, convincing arguments. And we do so with passion and a fighting spirit — this is our key to success.
Learn more
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More than
240
attorneys-at-law and
patent attorneys
patent engineers,
senior consultants and
highly qualified employees
 fighting your battle



More than
40
years of experience



In
5
European locations 
with global connections













MY BARDEHLE
BARDEHLE PAGENBERG’s
 file manager.
We can offer you a special service allowing you to access your files online at any time, so you always have an overview of all information and documents relating to your cases.
mybardehle.com









IP KNOWLEDGE
IP Academy
 Cumulative knowledge.
 Online or on-site.
Lectures given by renowned experts with practical exercises and valuable guidance for your day-to-day work offer a comprehensive insight into all areas of industrial property law. These lectures are particularly recommended for all IP practitioners, whether working in companies or law practices, whether trainee lawyers or trainee patent attorneys. 
Click here to register



IP Academy	of 04/10/2024












 Trademark infringement and limitations: Exclusive rights, trademark use, infringing acts; fair use, exhaustion, absence of genuine use  Prof. Dr. Alexander von Mühlendahl 31:46:41RegisterDownload iCal
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 PartGmbB, see our Legal Notices.
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BARDEHLE PAGENBERG
 Partnerschaft mbB
 Patentanwälte Rechtsanwälte
Prinzregentenplatz 7
 81675 Munich
 GERMANY
Fon: +49 89 928 05-0
 Fax: +49 89 928 05-444
 Email: info(at)bardehle.de
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